
Reconstruction (Survival, Power, U.S Federal Government) 

31/07/1864 – Reconstruction of the American democratic system to be inclusive of African 
Americans. Split between the North and the South in regards to the African American fight for Civil 
Rights 
Early 1866 - Mass killing of ex slaves and adoption of restrictive black codes, seized control 
of reconstruction from President Johnson  
Civil Rights Act 1866 was passed  
1870 – 15th Amendment = voting rights to black men – 
Congress passed laws to restrict Johnson from having authority within the armed forces.  

The importance of congressional reconstruction in improving the rights of African Americans 
was majorly significant. After a mass killing of ex slaves in 1866, President Johnson was 
restricted from reconstruction, which halted the progress of the African American 
community. However the Civil Rights Act of 1866 and the 15th amendment was added in 
1870 to allow voting rights to black men. 

The Great Migration (Survival, Power, Resistance) 

One of the earliest and most politicized exercises of African American autonomy, post 1865 (end of 
slavery) as a response to the social, economic and political climate in the south. It gave them the 
opportunity to exercise their new found freedoms through movement. Many people travelled to search 
for lost family members etc. 

Plessy v Ferguson (Resistance, Power, Struggle, U.S Federal Govt) 

“Separate but equal” – upheld the notion that racial segregation did not contradict the 14th amendment 
(equal treatment under the law) and was therefore a legally viable notion (1896). Specific to citizens 
born in America. It stemmed from an 1892 incident in which African-American train passenger 
Homer Plessy refused to sit in a Jim Crow car, breaking a Louisiana law 

Ida B. Wells (Resistance, Power) 

Led an Anti-Lynching crusade in the 1890’s  
Ordered to move to the back of the train due to segregation but refused.  
Involved in Women’s rights and Suffrage movement  
Civil Rights Act of 1875 was ruled against and continued to discriminate.  
Founded the National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs 1896  
Debois often clashed with Wells over racial issues.  
Ida B. Wells was an influential leader in the fight for equality throughout America. Leading 
an Anti-Lynching campaign in the 1890’s, Wells often challenged the female stereotype and 
fought the racial barriers that existed. Also founding the National Association of Colored 
Women’s Clubs in 1896, the impact Wells had in the Women’s rights and Suffrage 
movement was immense, as it has influenced the rights of African Americans in today’s 
society. 

Chicago Defender (Survival, Resistance, Power) 

Founded in 1905 by Robert Abbott.   
For A.As regularly publishing Langston Hughes’ poems.   
Significant influence in the migration of A.As from South to North by advertising successful blacks in 
the North.  
Promoted Chicago whilst demanding equality.  



Exposed Southern crimes and lynching.  
The art in the paper emphasized racial issues and promoted Northern migration.  

The newspaper the Chicago Defender was a publication brought about by Robert Abbott in 1905, 
which influenced the migration of African Americans from the South to North. By promoting Chicago 
and exposing the Southern crimes such as lynching, it was an advertisement for the African American 
community to seek a better lifestyle. Langston Hughes’ poems were often published in the newspaper, 
which promoted equality and ‘freedom’. 

Harlem – Langston Hughes - a warning poem about the oppression that is felt, with the 
connotations of the finalising adverbs “festering”, “explode” etc. A prelude to the civil rights 
movement.  

Green Book  (Survival, Resistance, Power) 

Originally published in 1936. An African American guide to travelling and roadtripping: what 
businesses are openly accepting of African Americans and that didn’t discriminate based on race in 
different suburbs around the South – later expanded to include the North 

Strange Fruits (Survival, Resistance, Power, Struggle) 

1939 Confronts the lynching of black people, was performed to shock white audiences during the pre-
civil rights era, Juxtaposes a beautiful landscape and sweet smelling fruits with dying African-
Americans 

Residential Segregation (Survival, Struggle, US Federal Govt.) 

1940’s African Americans forced out of the housing market, unable to get bank loans from 
FHA, paying higher rent and earning less. Forced African Americans into specific areas 
creating low socioeconomic regions or ‘ghettos’ which determined education regions. HOLC 
security maps labelled these areas “D” or “hazardous” so they were not approved loans by the 
FHA. White landlords took advantage and worsened the already disadvantaged groups by 
increasing rent and over packing housing, also evicting tenants if they missed even one 
payment.  

Phillip Randolph (Survival, Struggle, Resistance, Power, US Federal Govt.) 

1941 – African American threatened a mass protest for abolishment of discrimination in the defence 
forces. He threated the mobilisation of 150000 african americans President Roosevelt then created the 
FEPC fair employment practices committee for all government positions. However, there was still 
discrimination in private industry. 

Brown v Board of Education (Survival, Struggle, Resistance, Power, US Federal Govt.) 

‘Separate but equal’ doctrine began to crack with the NAACP challenging segregation. 
 Linda Brown was denied entry into her own neighborhood school due to her race. 
Government registered her for a non-white school blocks away.  
Brown argued - Segregation in schools is harmful to A.A children and that these laws implied 
that A.As were inferior to whites.  
BOE argued - Pointed to ‘Plessy’ decision in 1896 to support segregation and argued that 
they had in good faith created “equal facilities” despite being segregated. 


